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the imf s principal statistical publication international financial statistics ifs online is the standard
source of international statistics on all aspects of international and domestic finance for most
countries ifs online reports data on balance of payments international investment position international
liquidity monetary and financial statistics exchange rates interest rates prices production government
accounts national accounts and population updated monthly analysis of the law and politics of
regulatory competence allocation in the european union emissions trading scheme legal and ethical issues
for health professionals fifth edition is a concise and practical guide to legal and ethical dilemmas facing
healthcare professionals in the real world today thoroughly updated and featuring new case studies
this dynamic text will help students to better understand the issues they will face on the job and the
implications in the legal arena with contemporary topics real world examples and accessible language
this comprehensive text offers students an applied perspective and the opportunity to develop critical
thinking skills legal and ethical issues for health professionals provides an effective transition from the
classroom to the reality of a clinical environment the portrayal of greece by the international press
during the financial crisis has been seen by many independent observers as very harsh the greeks have often
been blamed for a myriad of international political problems and external economic factors beyond their
control in this original and insightful work george tzogopoulos examines international newspaper
coverage of the unfolding economic crisis in greece american british french german and italian broadsheet
and tabloid coverage is carefully analysed the greek crisis in the media debates and dissects the extent to
which the greek response to the financial crisis has been given fair and balanced coverage by the press and
questions how far politics and national stereotypes have played their part in the reporting of events by
placing the greek experiences and treatment alongside those of other eu members such as portugal ireland
italy and spain tzogopoulos examines and highlights similarities and differences in the ways in which
different countries tackled the challenges they faced during this crucial period and explores how and why
the world s media reported these events the hopkins touch offers the first portrait in over two decades
of the most powerful man in roosevelt s administration david roll shows how harry hopkins an iowa
born social worker who had been an integral part of the new deal s implementation became the linchpin in
fdr s and america s relationships with churchill and stalin and spoke with an authority second only to
the president s gaunt nearly spectral and malnourished following an operation to remove part of his
stomach the newly widowed hopkins accepted the president s invitation to move into the white house in
1940 and remained roosevelt s closest advisor speechwriter sounding board and friend nearly to the end
between 1940 and 1945 with incomparable skill and indefatigable determination hopkins organized the lend
lease program and steered the president to prepare the public for war with germany he became fdr s problem
solver and fixer helping to smooth over crises such as when the british refused to allow an invasion of
europe in 1943 enraging stalin who felt that the soviet union was carrying the military effort against
the nazis lacking an official title or a clear executive branch portfolio hopkins could take the political
risks his boss could not and proved crucial to maintaining personal relations among the big three beloved
by some such as churchill who believed that hopkins always went to the root of the matter and trusted
by most including the paranoid stalin there were nevertheless those who resented the influence of the
white house rasputin based on newly available sources the hopkins touch is an absorbing substantial new
work that offers a fresh perspective on the world war ii era and the allied leaders through the life of the
man who kept them on point until the war was won the seemingly perennial eurozone crisis has been front
page news for several years now but some aspects do not make the media coverage in crisis and migration
attention is geared away from the crisis as a protracted but acute phenomenon that will eventually
come to pass instead the contributors pose the possibility that the crisis may be a symptom of a long
term chronic decline of the european union in relation to other parts of the world the authors analyze
the current economic situation and its effects and implications on migration and migration policy
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alongside the more senior authors the book features a number of contributors who represent a new
generation of scholars likely to be prominent in the field of migration studies in years to come in recent
years the south western border of the united states has come under increasing pressure from the
activities of mexican narco insurgents these insurgents have developed rapidly from beginnings as nebulous
gangs into networked cartels that have exposed the porosity of the border these cartels declare no
allegiance to any nation and are engaging in asymmetrical warfare against sovereign states throughout
mexico and in central america within such states de facto political control is shifting to the cartels in
the areas of impunity that have emerged this book addresses these concerns and focuses on the criminal
insurgencies being waged by the gangs and cartels it is divided into sections on theory mexico and the
americas and contains a number of introductory essays pertaining to this premier security threat to the
united states and her allies in the region topics covered include criminal and spiritual insurgency cartel
weapons corruption feral cities los zetas politicized gangs and threat analysis in central america this
book will be a valuable resource to scholars in the fields of regional security criminal justice and
american studies it will be of great benefit to military and civil policymakers and practitioners in the
areas of law enforcement and counternarcotics this book was published as a special issue of small wars
and insurgencies legal and ethical essentials of health care administration second edition is the ideal text
for courses that combine a study of both the legal and ethical aspects of healthcare administration
derived from george pozgar s best selling textbook legal aspects of health care administration thirteenth
edition this more concise text provides the reader with the necessary knowledge to become conversant
with both legal and ethical issues pertinent to the healthcare profession using reader friendly language
the book presents actual court cases state and federal statues and common law principles to help the
student understand the practical application of the concepts learned the author includes a broad
discussion of the legal system including the sources of law and government organization as well as
basic reviews of tort law criminal issues contracts civil procedure and trial practice and a wide range
of real life legal and ethical dilemmas a military is the most significant tool of a nation s foreign policy
and hopefully the tool of last resort yet the control a civilian leader has over the military is in many
respects an encumbered and fractured control the military s organizational culture role in society size
and considerable autonomy are potential obstacles to true civilian control over the military even in
peacetime a brief but historically informed text intended for students of the presidency or national
security governing the military addresses the gamut of challenges a new u s president faces as commander
in chief understanding business global edition by nickels mchugh and mchugh has been the number one
textbook in the introduction to business market for several editions for three reasons 1 the commitment
and dedication of an author team that teaches this course and believes in the importance and power of
this learning experience 2 we listen to our customers and 3 the quality of our supplements package we
consistently look to the experts full time faculty members adjunct instructors and of course students
to drive the decisions we make about the text itself and the ancillary package through focus groups
symposia as well as extensive reviewing of both text and key ancillaries we have heard the stories of
more than 600 professors and their insights and experiences are evident on every page of the revision and in
every supplement as teachers of the course and users of their own materials the author team is dedicated
to the principles of excellence in business education from providing the richest most current topical
coverage to using dynamic pedagogy that puts students in touch with today s real business issues to
creating groundbreaking and market defining ancillary items for professors and students alike
understanding business leads the way disasters and their management are today central to public and
political agendas rather than being understood as exclusively acts of god and nature natural disasters
are increasingly analysed as social vulnerability exposed by natural hazards a disaster following an
earthquake is no longer seen as caused exclusively by tremors but by poor building standards ineffective
response systems or miscommunications this book argues that the shift in how a disaster is spoken of and
managed affects fundamental notions of duty responsibility and justice the book considers the role of
law in disasters and in particular the regulation of disaster response and the allocation of
responsibility in the aftermath of disasters it argues that traditionally law has approached emergencies
including natural disasters from a dichotomy of normalcy and emergency in the state of emergency norms
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were replaced by exceptions democracy by dictatorship and rights by necessity however as the disaster
becomes socialized the idea of a clear distinction between normalcy and emergency crumbles looking at
international and domestic legislation from a range of jurisdictions the book shows how natural
disasters are increasingly normalized and increasingly objects of legal regulation and interpretation the
book will be of great use and interest to scholars and researchers of legal theory and natural hazards
and disasters examination of the post wwii international phenomenon of governments legally taking
indigenous children away from their primary families and placing them with adoptive parents in the u s
canada and australia over the past three decades african countries have been reforming their public
sector with a view to improving efficiency effectiveness accountability and transparency as part of
efforts to improve the delivery of public services reform actions have included privatisation public
private partnerships commercialisation and adoption of private sector approaches in managing public
organisations this book put together by ossrea reviews measures by african countries in that regard the
extent to which the measures have achieved their intended results as well as the factors behind the
failure to achieve those results where this was the case how has the economic and financial crisis that
started in 2007 affected european integration observers have been speculating about whether the crisis
will ultimately lead to a strengthening or weakening of the european union this book studies the effects
of the crisis on eu policy making and institutional arrangements on one hand and citizens eu attitudes and
political parties electoral strategies on the other it concludes that at least in the short run the crisis
has overall created an opportunity for european integration rather than an obstacle first it has
triggered events of proposed and actual far reaching policy and institutional change second negative
effects on public opinion have not yet systematically translated into tendencies of stagnation or
disintegration the book brings together established scholars of european integration whose diverse
research expertise contributes to an improved theoretical and empirical understanding of how the
economic and financial crisis has affected eu policies institutions and citizens this book was published as a
special issue of the journal of european integration seit 2006 beraten iasb fasb in einem konvergenzprojekt
die paradigmatische aufhebung des bisherigen pauschalen ansatzverbots f�r schwebende leasingvertr�ge
operating leasing um den abschlussadressaten entscheidungsn�tzliche informationen zu vermitteln und die
leasingbilanzierung konsistent zu einem intendierten asset and liability approach auszugestalten kathrin
seebacher analysiert insbesondere die problematik der zweckad�quaten bilanziellen abbildungskonzeption
schwebender leasingvertr�ge die gegenw�rtig dem prinzip des nichtausweises schwebender vertr�ge als
unangetastete bilanzierungskonvention unterworfen werden beruhend auf dieser erkenntnis entwickelt die
autorin ein ganzheitliches bilanzierungsmodell welches auf einer an der entscheidungsn�tzlichkeit
ausgerichteten konzeption zur bilanzierung von schwebenden leasing vertr�gen basiert this book explores
the normative and legal evolution of the social dimension labour law social security law and family
law in both the eu and its member states during the last decade it does this from a wide range of
theoretical and legal substantive perspectives the past decade has witnessed the entering into force of
the lisbon treaty and its emphasis on fundamental rights a new coordination regulation within the field of
social security regulation 883 2004 ec and the case law of the court of justice of the european union
in the so called laval quartet furthermore structural changes affecting demographics and family have
also challenged solidarity in new ways the book is organised by reference to distinct normative patterns
and their development in the fields of law covered such as the protection of established groups the
position of market functional values and the scope for just distribution the book represents an
innovative and important interdisciplinary approach to analysing eu law and social europe and
contributes a complex yet thought provoking picture for the future the contributors represent an
interesting mix of well known and distinguished as well as upcoming and promising researchers throughout
europe and beyond eu energy law and policy have become more and more complex in recent years today
these areas feature a multitude of layers concerning not only regulation of the power industry but also
security of energy supply climate change consumer needs and technical innovation this textbook serves as
an introduction to this distinctive field for readers without much experience with the eu the author
provides a separate chapter which outlines the institutional structure and functioning of the european
union in the field of energy policy tables of key court decisions and key legislation review questions and
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further reading lists ultimately help to give readers a lasting impression of one of the most vibrant fields
of eu law and policy on march 11 2011 japan was struck by the shockwaves of a 9 0 magnitude
undersea earthquake originating less than 50 miles off its eastern coastline the most powerful
earthquake to have hit japan in recorded history it produced a devastating tsunami with waves reaching
heights of over 130 feet that in turn caused an unprecedented multireactor meltdown at fukushima
daiichi nuclear power plant this triple catastrophe claimed almost 20 000 lives destroyed whole towns
and will ultimately cost hundreds of billions of dollars for reconstruction in 3 11 richard samuels
offers the first broad scholarly assessment of the disaster s impact on japan s government and society
the events of march 2011 occurred after two decades of social and economic malaise as well as
considerable political and administrative dysfunction at both the national and local levels and resulted
in national soul searching political reformers saw in the tragedy cause for hope an opportunity for
japan to remake itself samuels explores japan s post earthquake actions in three key sectors national
security energy policy and local governance for some reformers 3 11 was a warning for japan to
overhaul its priorities and political processes for others it was a once in a millennium event they
cautioned that while national policy could be improved dramatic changes would be counterproductive
still others declared that the catastrophe demonstrated the need to return to an idealized past and
rebuild what has been lost to modernity and globalization samuels chronicles the battles among these
perspectives and analyzes various attempts to mobilize popular support by political entrepreneurs who
repeatedly invoked three powerfully affective themes leadership community and vulnerability assessing
reformers successes and failures as they used the catastrophe to push their particular agendas and by
examining the earthquake and its aftermath alongside prior disasters in japan china and the united states
samuels outlines japan s rhetoric of crisis and shows how it has come to define post 3 11 politics and
public policy offering in depth analysis of the case law currently being written in courtrooms all over
the world under the so called patent war� the book puts forward a new method for applying
competition law to standards and standard setting in both its collus despite rhetorical differences the
administrations of george w bush and barack obama have both claimed broadly unrestrained presidential
power in matters of military force surveillance and the state secrets privilege in 2008 ma ying jeou was
elected president of taiwan and the kuomintang kmt returned to power after eight years of rule by the
democratic progressive party dpp since taking power the kmt has faced serious difficulties as economic
growth has been sluggish society has been polarised over issues of identity and policy and rapprochement
between taipei and beijing has met with suspicion or reservation among large segments of taiwanese society
indeed while improved relations with the united states have bolstered taiwan s security warming cross
strait relations have in turn made taiwan more dependent upon and vulnerable to an increasingly
powerful china this book provides a comprehensive analysis of the return of the kuomintang kmt to power
and examines the significant domestic political economic social and international challenges and changes
that have characterized taiwan since 2008 it identifies the major domestic cross strait and foreign
policy trends and addresses key issues such as elections and taiwan s party system the role of the
presidency and legislature economic development social movements identity politics developments in cross
strait relations taiwan s security environment and national defence policies relations with the us and
japan in turn the contributors look towards the final years of ma s presidency and beyond and the
structural realities both domestic and external that will shape taiwan s future political changes in
taiwan under ma ying jeou will be of great interest to students and scholars of taiwan studies
comparative politics international relations and economics it will also appeal to policy makers working
in the field this book provides an overview of cost effectiveness analysis which is a well known and
intuitive method for defining and choosing among a set of alternatives this book relates cost
effectiveness analysis to systems engineering to solve everyday problems at home and the office it can
also be used in technical processes system design and project management cost effectiveness analysis a
systems engineering perspective starts with providing an overview and background of cost effectiveness
analysis and how it s used it then goes on to discuss cost effectiveness concerning systems engineering
and links its use to resolving military issues and problems the book comes to an end with exploring the
usage related to systems architecting re engineering office systems and comparing its use to everyday life
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decision making scenarios targeted market includes general engineers systems engineers process engineers
project management scientists technologists mathematicians and lawyers a broad discussion about how
history and religion contribute to identity politics in contemporary europe this book provides case
studies exemplifying how public intellectuals and academics have taken an active part in the construction
of recent and traditional pasts instead of repeating the simplistic explanation as a return of religion this
volume focuses on public platforms and agents and their use of religion as a political and cultural
argument filled with previously unpublished data gathered from texts interviews field observations
artifacts and material culture this record challenges stereotypical images of east and southeast europe
using a performance studies lens this book is a study of performance in the post 9 11 context of the so
called war on terror it analyzes conventional theatre political protest performance art and other sites
of performance to unpack the ways in which meaning has been made in the contemporary global
sociopolitical environment monetary sovereignty is a crucial legal concept dictating that states have
sovereignty over their own monetary financial and fiscal affairs however it does not feature as part of
any key instruments of international law including the articles of agreement of the international
monetary fund rather it has remained a somewhat separate notion developed under contemporary
international law from an assertion of the former permanent court of international justice in 1929 as a
consequence of globalization and increasing financial integration and a worldwide trend towards the
creation of economic and monetary unions the principle of monetary sovereignty has undergone significant
change this book examines this evolution in detail and provides a conceptual framework to demonstrate
what this means for the legal and economic challenges faced by the international community the book
examines the historic origins and evolution of the concept of monetary sovereignty putting it into the
context of broader concepts of sovereignty it argues that monetary sovereignty remains relevant as a
dynamic legal concept with both positive and normative components it investigates the continuing
hybridization of international monetary law resulting from changes to its formal and material sources it
then examines the complex phenomenon of exchange rate misalignment under international monetary and
trade law and the increasing regionalization of monetary sovereignty notably in light of the european
sovereign debt crisis finally it assesses the role the concept of monetary sovereignty can play in the
reorganization of international finance following the recent global financial crisis message from fbi
director james b comey this past year the fbi and its partners again addressed a wide range of national
security and criminal threats together we responded to numerous crisis incidents such as the terrorist
bombings of the boston marathon and the shootings at the navy yard in washington dc we confronted a
continued surge of cyber attacks against targets ranging from everyday citizens to our largest and
most successful businesses and we stopped those who would strike at the heart of our communities from
violent gangs and white collar criminals to child predators and corrupt public officials a glimpse of the
challenges we faced and what we achieved together can be found in this latest edition of the fbi story
our annual collection of news and feature articles from the bureau s public website here you can read
about some of our most successful recent major investigations and operations these include a three day
nationwide sweep targeting child prostitution in which we identified and rescued more than 100 young
victims and arrested more than 150 pimps the rescue of a 5 year old boy held captive in a heavily armed
bunker in alabama and uncovering of the largest domestic bribery and bid rigging scheme in the history of
federal contracting cases one that siphoned more the 30 million dollars of taxpayer money this edition
of the fbi story also highlights some of the bureau s remarkable capabilities you will find a multi part
series on our elite hostage rescue team which marked its 30th anniversary this past year and a feature on
the terrorist explosive device analytical center tedac an fbi established multi agency operation that
celebrated its 10th anniversary in 2013 message from fbi director james b comey this past year the fbi and
its partners again addressed a wide range of national security and criminal threats together we
responded to numerous crisis incidents such as the terrorist bombings of the boston marathon and the
shootings at the navy yard in washington dc we confronted a continued surge of cyber attacks against
targets ranging from everyday citizens to our largest and most successful businesses and we stopped
those who would strike at the heart of our communities from violent gangs and white collar criminals
to child predators and corrupt public officials a glimpse of the challenges we faced and what we
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achieved together can be found in this latest edition of the fbi story our annual collection of news and
feature articles from the bureau s public website here you can read about some of our most successful
recent major investigations and operations these include a three day nationwide sweep targeting child
prostitution in which we identified and rescued more than 100 young victims and arrested more than 150
pimps the rescue of a 5 year old boy held captive in a heavily armed bunker in alabama and uncovering of
the largest domestic bribery and bid rigging scheme in the history of federal contracting cases one that
siphoned more the 30 million dollars of taxpayer money this edition of the fbi story also highlights some
of the bureau s remarkable capabilities you will find a multi part series on our elite hostage rescue team
which marked its 30th anniversary this past year and a feature on the terrorist explosive device
analytical center tedac an fbi established multi agency operation that celebrated its 10th anniversary in
2013 this book examines the present crisis of greece s political economy as a crisis of stateness tackling
the domestic as well as the international dimensions it represents the first attempt by greek academics to
put forward a theoretically informed interdisciplinary analysis of greece s fiscal economic and political
crisis the approach aims to fill a major gap combining insights from comparative politics political
economy international relations theory and legal institutional analysis in a theoretically informed
account of the greek case in comparative and theoretical perspective the book tackles the issue of the
possible next steps for the eu under the influence of the crisis of the eurozone including a thorough
analysis of national sovereignty seen from a domestic and an international point of view focusing on
critical processes in the international arena such as interdependency and dependency while a legal
institutional chapter demonstrates the erratic way in which greek government dealt with sovereign debt
the project comes at the right time in order to address a highly contentious chapter in the political
development of the greek state and of the european south as the crisis in the eurozone s weaker periphery
unfolds lavdas litsas and skiadas use the greek crisis in order to address a much larger and critical issue
the role and predicament of stateness in the developing eu the genesis and aftermath of the print edition s
death knell in may 2012 the new york times broke a story that the internationally acclaimed locally
beloved pulitzer prize winning new orleans times picayune would become a three day a week publication the
profitable newspaper slashed its veteran newsroom antagonized the city state and nation and jeopardized
its vaunted reputation all in an effort to create a new blueprint for american newspapers in the
increasingly digital world here is the insider s account of the outrage betrayal and aftermath of the
death of the daily edition of the times picayune ������� ����������� ����� �� ����������� ��
� ������ ��� ����� �������������������������������� ������� ���������������
����� ��������������� ������������� ���� �������������������� ������ ���� ��
���� ����� ����� ���� ������ ����� ����� �����������������������������������
��� ��� �������������������� ������� ����� ������� ������ ����� �������������
for years the european union has been looked on as a potential model for cosmopolitan governance and
enjoyed considerable influence on the global stage the eu has a uniquely strong and legally binding mission
statement to pursue international relations on a multilateral basis founded on the progressive
development of international law the political vision was for the eu to export its values of the rule of
law and sophisticated governance mechanisms to the international sphere globalization and the financial
crisis have starkly illustrated the limits of this vision and the eu s dependence on global forces partially
beyond the control of traditional provinces of law this book takes stock of the eu s role in global
governance it asks to what extent can and does the eu shape and influence the on going re ordering of
legal processes principles and institutions of global governance in line with its optimistic mission
statement with this ambitious remit it covers the legal institutional and substantive aspects of global
security trade environmental financial and social governance across these topics 23 contributors have
taken the central question of the extent of the eu s influence on global governance providing a broad
view across the key areas as well as a detailed analysis of each through comparison and direct
engagement with each other the different chapters provide a distinctive contribution to legal scholarship
on global governance from a european perspective covering the period up through the 2012 elections this
book accomplishes three important goals first it introduces readers to the american approach to public
policy making second it surveys american public policy and policymaking in all the major policy areas from
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economic policy to health care policy to environmental policy and finally the book challenges readers to
come to terms with the widely shared but often competing values that must be balanced and rebalanced in
the ongoing policy making process the book is well illustrated and includes case studies terms and study
questions following the humanitarian horrors of the 1990s the international community began to seek
consensus on a new norm to help address the tension between upholding the sovereign right of states to
administer their own internal affairs and the pressing need for civilian populations to be protected from
their own government in certain situations the result was the responsibility to protect initiative from
the un accepted as an emerging norm and based on existing legal structures although not itself
necessarily accepted as law this volume looks not only at the humanitarian inspired interventions of the
past 15 years such as those that took place under the force for good banner of the uk government under
new labour but also looks at what this has meant for the people actually involved in doing them what
responsibilities do states have towards their own soldiers when sending them to protect other people
should that responsibility extend to moral and psychological protection as well as physical protection
and if so how how far does the duty go when considering the protection of one s own citizens who have
deliberately placed themselves in harm s way such as journalists who have chosen to leave the safety of
a protected area what happens when institutions are faced with the choice of protecting their people or
their reputation what does it feel like for the inhabitants of a state who become protected by the
international community
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International Financial Statistics, April 2011 2011-04-01

the imf s principal statistical publication international financial statistics ifs online is the standard
source of international statistics on all aspects of international and domestic finance for most
countries ifs online reports data on balance of payments international investment position international
liquidity monetary and financial statistics exchange rates interest rates prices production government
accounts national accounts and population updated monthly

The Allocation of Regulatory Competence in the EU Emissions Trading
Scheme 2014-04-17

analysis of the law and politics of regulatory competence allocation in the european union emissions
trading scheme

Legal and Ethical Issues for Health Professionals 2019-01-07

legal and ethical issues for health professionals fifth edition is a concise and practical guide to legal
and ethical dilemmas facing healthcare professionals in the real world today thoroughly updated and
featuring new case studies this dynamic text will help students to better understand the issues they will
face on the job and the implications in the legal arena with contemporary topics real world examples and
accessible language this comprehensive text offers students an applied perspective and the opportunity
to develop critical thinking skills legal and ethical issues for health professionals provides an effective
transition from the classroom to the reality of a clinical environment

The Greek Crisis in the Media 2016-03-09

the portrayal of greece by the international press during the financial crisis has been seen by many
independent observers as very harsh the greeks have often been blamed for a myriad of international
political problems and external economic factors beyond their control in this original and insightful
work george tzogopoulos examines international newspaper coverage of the unfolding economic crisis in
greece american british french german and italian broadsheet and tabloid coverage is carefully analysed
the greek crisis in the media debates and dissects the extent to which the greek response to the financial
crisis has been given fair and balanced coverage by the press and questions how far politics and national
stereotypes have played their part in the reporting of events by placing the greek experiences and
treatment alongside those of other eu members such as portugal ireland italy and spain tzogopoulos
examines and highlights similarities and differences in the ways in which different countries tackled the
challenges they faced during this crucial period and explores how and why the world s media reported
these events

Legal and Ethical Issues for Health Professionals 2013-01-04

the hopkins touch offers the first portrait in over two decades of the most powerful man in roosevelt s
administration david roll shows how harry hopkins an iowa born social worker who had been an integral
part of the new deal s implementation became the linchpin in fdr s and america s relationships with
churchill and stalin and spoke with an authority second only to the president s gaunt nearly spectral
and malnourished following an operation to remove part of his stomach the newly widowed hopkins
accepted the president s invitation to move into the white house in 1940 and remained roosevelt s
closest advisor speechwriter sounding board and friend nearly to the end between 1940 and 1945 with
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incomparable skill and indefatigable determination hopkins organized the lend lease program and steered the
president to prepare the public for war with germany he became fdr s problem solver and fixer helping to
smooth over crises such as when the british refused to allow an invasion of europe in 1943 enraging
stalin who felt that the soviet union was carrying the military effort against the nazis lacking an
official title or a clear executive branch portfolio hopkins could take the political risks his boss could
not and proved crucial to maintaining personal relations among the big three beloved by some such as
churchill who believed that hopkins always went to the root of the matter and trusted by most
including the paranoid stalin there were nevertheless those who resented the influence of the white house
rasputin based on newly available sources the hopkins touch is an absorbing substantial new work that
offers a fresh perspective on the world war ii era and the allied leaders through the life of the man who
kept them on point until the war was won

The Hopkins Touch 2015-01-01

the seemingly perennial eurozone crisis has been front page news for several years now but some aspects
do not make the media coverage in crisis and migration attention is geared away from the crisis as a
protracted but acute phenomenon that will eventually come to pass instead the contributors pose the
possibility that the crisis may be a symptom of a long term chronic decline of the european union in
relation to other parts of the world the authors analyze the current economic situation and its effects
and implications on migration and migration policy alongside the more senior authors the book features a
number of contributors who represent a new generation of scholars likely to be prominent in the field of
migration studies in years to come

Crisis and Migration 2013-10-28

in recent years the south western border of the united states has come under increasing pressure from the
activities of mexican narco insurgents these insurgents have developed rapidly from beginnings as nebulous
gangs into networked cartels that have exposed the porosity of the border these cartels declare no
allegiance to any nation and are engaging in asymmetrical warfare against sovereign states throughout
mexico and in central america within such states de facto political control is shifting to the cartels in
the areas of impunity that have emerged this book addresses these concerns and focuses on the criminal
insurgencies being waged by the gangs and cartels it is divided into sections on theory mexico and the
americas and contains a number of introductory essays pertaining to this premier security threat to the
united states and her allies in the region topics covered include criminal and spiritual insurgency cartel
weapons corruption feral cities los zetas politicized gangs and threat analysis in central america this
book will be a valuable resource to scholars in the fields of regional security criminal justice and
american studies it will be of great benefit to military and civil policymakers and practitioners in the
areas of law enforcement and counternarcotics this book was published as a special issue of small wars
and insurgencies

Criminal Insurgencies in Mexico and the Americas 2020-03-11

legal and ethical essentials of health care administration second edition is the ideal text for courses
that combine a study of both the legal and ethical aspects of healthcare administration derived from
george pozgar s best selling textbook legal aspects of health care administration thirteenth edition this
more concise text provides the reader with the necessary knowledge to become conversant with both
legal and ethical issues pertinent to the healthcare profession using reader friendly language the book
presents actual court cases state and federal statues and common law principles to help the student
understand the practical application of the concepts learned the author includes a broad discussion of
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the legal system including the sources of law and government organization as well as basic reviews of
tort law criminal issues contracts civil procedure and trial practice and a wide range of real life legal
and ethical dilemmas

Legal and Ethical Essentials of Health Care Administration
2018-07-04

a military is the most significant tool of a nation s foreign policy and hopefully the tool of last resort
yet the control a civilian leader has over the military is in many respects an encumbered and fractured
control the military s organizational culture role in society size and considerable autonomy are
potential obstacles to true civilian control over the military even in peacetime a brief but historically
informed text intended for students of the presidency or national security governing the military
addresses the gamut of challenges a new u s president faces as commander in chief

Governing the Military 2012-05-16

understanding business global edition by nickels mchugh and mchugh has been the number one textbook in the
introduction to business market for several editions for three reasons 1 the commitment and dedication of
an author team that teaches this course and believes in the importance and power of this learning
experience 2 we listen to our customers and 3 the quality of our supplements package we consistently
look to the experts full time faculty members adjunct instructors and of course students to drive the
decisions we make about the text itself and the ancillary package through focus groups symposia as
well as extensive reviewing of both text and key ancillaries we have heard the stories of more than 600
professors and their insights and experiences are evident on every page of the revision and in every
supplement as teachers of the course and users of their own materials the author team is dedicated to
the principles of excellence in business education from providing the richest most current topical coverage
to using dynamic pedagogy that puts students in touch with today s real business issues to creating
groundbreaking and market defining ancillary items for professors and students alike understanding
business leads the way

EBOOK: Understanding Business, Global Edition 2014-09-15

disasters and their management are today central to public and political agendas rather than being
understood as exclusively acts of god and nature natural disasters are increasingly analysed as social
vulnerability exposed by natural hazards a disaster following an earthquake is no longer seen as caused
exclusively by tremors but by poor building standards ineffective response systems or miscommunications
this book argues that the shift in how a disaster is spoken of and managed affects fundamental notions of
duty responsibility and justice the book considers the role of law in disasters and in particular the
regulation of disaster response and the allocation of responsibility in the aftermath of disasters it
argues that traditionally law has approached emergencies including natural disasters from a dichotomy
of normalcy and emergency in the state of emergency norms were replaced by exceptions democracy by
dictatorship and rights by necessity however as the disaster becomes socialized the idea of a clear
distinction between normalcy and emergency crumbles looking at international and domestic legislation
from a range of jurisdictions the book shows how natural disasters are increasingly normalized and
increasingly objects of legal regulation and interpretation the book will be of great use and interest to
scholars and researchers of legal theory and natural hazards and disasters
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Disaster Law 2014-09-01

examination of the post wwii international phenomenon of governments legally taking indigenous children
away from their primary families and placing them with adoptive parents in the u s canada and australia

A Generation Removed 2013

over the past three decades african countries have been reforming their public sector with a view to
improving efficiency effectiveness accountability and transparency as part of efforts to improve the
delivery of public services reform actions have included privatisation public private partnerships
commercialisation and adoption of private sector approaches in managing public organisations this book
put together by ossrea reviews measures by african countries in that regard the extent to which the
measures have achieved their intended results as well as the factors behind the failure to achieve those
results where this was the case

Thirty Years of Public Sector Reforms in Africa 2016-03-17

how has the economic and financial crisis that started in 2007 affected european integration observers
have been speculating about whether the crisis will ultimately lead to a strengthening or weakening of
the european union this book studies the effects of the crisis on eu policy making and institutional
arrangements on one hand and citizens eu attitudes and political parties electoral strategies on the
other it concludes that at least in the short run the crisis has overall created an opportunity for
european integration rather than an obstacle first it has triggered events of proposed and actual far
reaching policy and institutional change second negative effects on public opinion have not yet
systematically translated into tendencies of stagnation or disintegration the book brings together
established scholars of european integration whose diverse research expertise contributes to an improved
theoretical and empirical understanding of how the economic and financial crisis has affected eu policies
institutions and citizens this book was published as a special issue of the journal of european integration

Coping with Crisis: Europe’s Challenges and Strategies 2012

seit 2006 beraten iasb fasb in einem konvergenzprojekt die paradigmatische aufhebung des bisherigen
pauschalen ansatzverbots f�r schwebende leasingvertr�ge operating leasing um den abschlussadressaten
entscheidungsn�tzliche informationen zu vermitteln und die leasingbilanzierung konsistent zu einem
intendierten asset and liability approach auszugestalten kathrin seebacher analysiert insbesondere die
problematik der zweckad�quaten bilanziellen abbildungskonzeption schwebender leasingvertr�ge die
gegenw�rtig dem prinzip des nichtausweises schwebender vertr�ge als unangetastete
bilanzierungskonvention unterworfen werden beruhend auf dieser erkenntnis entwickelt die autorin ein
ganzheitliches bilanzierungsmodell welches auf einer an der entscheidungsn�tzlichkeit ausgerichteten
konzeption zur bilanzierung von schwebenden leasing vertr�gen basiert

For Profit Higher Education 2014-07-31

this book explores the normative and legal evolution of the social dimension labour law social security
law and family law in both the eu and its member states during the last decade it does this from a wide
range of theoretical and legal substantive perspectives the past decade has witnessed the entering into
force of the lisbon treaty and its emphasis on fundamental rights a new coordination regulation within
the field of social security regulation 883 2004 ec and the case law of the court of justice of the
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european union in the so called laval quartet furthermore structural changes affecting demographics
and family have also challenged solidarity in new ways the book is organised by reference to distinct
normative patterns and their development in the fields of law covered such as the protection of
established groups the position of market functional values and the scope for just distribution the book
represents an innovative and important interdisciplinary approach to analysing eu law and social europe
and contributes a complex yet thought provoking picture for the future the contributors represent an
interesting mix of well known and distinguished as well as upcoming and promising researchers throughout
europe and beyond

Leasingbilanzierung nach IFRS und ihre Implikationen f�r schwebende
Vertr�ge 2013-06-28

eu energy law and policy have become more and more complex in recent years today these areas feature a
multitude of layers concerning not only regulation of the power industry but also security of energy
supply climate change consumer needs and technical innovation this textbook serves as an introduction
to this distinctive field for readers without much experience with the eu the author provides a separate
chapter which outlines the institutional structure and functioning of the european union in the field of
energy policy tables of key court decisions and key legislation review questions and further reading lists
ultimately help to give readers a lasting impression of one of the most vibrant fields of eu law and policy

Normative Patterns and Legal Developments in the Social Dimension of
the EU 2016-09-30

on march 11 2011 japan was struck by the shockwaves of a 9 0 magnitude undersea earthquake
originating less than 50 miles off its eastern coastline the most powerful earthquake to have hit japan
in recorded history it produced a devastating tsunami with waves reaching heights of over 130 feet that
in turn caused an unprecedented multireactor meltdown at fukushima daiichi nuclear power plant this
triple catastrophe claimed almost 20 000 lives destroyed whole towns and will ultimately cost
hundreds of billions of dollars for reconstruction in 3 11 richard samuels offers the first broad
scholarly assessment of the disaster s impact on japan s government and society the events of march
2011 occurred after two decades of social and economic malaise as well as considerable political and
administrative dysfunction at both the national and local levels and resulted in national soul searching
political reformers saw in the tragedy cause for hope an opportunity for japan to remake itself samuels
explores japan s post earthquake actions in three key sectors national security energy policy and local
governance for some reformers 3 11 was a warning for japan to overhaul its priorities and political
processes for others it was a once in a millennium event they cautioned that while national policy could
be improved dramatic changes would be counterproductive still others declared that the catastrophe
demonstrated the need to return to an idealized past and rebuild what has been lost to modernity and
globalization samuels chronicles the battles among these perspectives and analyzes various attempts to
mobilize popular support by political entrepreneurs who repeatedly invoked three powerfully affective
themes leadership community and vulnerability assessing reformers successes and failures as they used the
catastrophe to push their particular agendas and by examining the earthquake and its aftermath
alongside prior disasters in japan china and the united states samuels outlines japan s rhetoric of crisis
and shows how it has come to define post 3 11 politics and public policy

European Energy Law and Policy 2013-07

offering in depth analysis of the case law currently being written in courtrooms all over the world
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under the so called patent war� the book puts forward a new method for applying competition law to
standards and standard setting in both its collus

Federal Register 2013-03-19

despite rhetorical differences the administrations of george w bush and barack obama have both claimed
broadly unrestrained presidential power in matters of military force surveillance and the state secrets
privilege

3.11 2014-05-30

in 2008 ma ying jeou was elected president of taiwan and the kuomintang kmt returned to power after
eight years of rule by the democratic progressive party dpp since taking power the kmt has faced serious
difficulties as economic growth has been sluggish society has been polarised over issues of identity and
policy and rapprochement between taipei and beijing has met with suspicion or reservation among large
segments of taiwanese society indeed while improved relations with the united states have bolstered
taiwan s security warming cross strait relations have in turn made taiwan more dependent upon and
vulnerable to an increasingly powerful china this book provides a comprehensive analysis of the return of
the kuomintang kmt to power and examines the significant domestic political economic social and
international challenges and changes that have characterized taiwan since 2008 it identifies the major
domestic cross strait and foreign policy trends and addresses key issues such as elections and taiwan s
party system the role of the presidency and legislature economic development social movements identity
politics developments in cross strait relations taiwan s security environment and national defence
policies relations with the us and japan in turn the contributors look towards the final years of ma s
presidency and beyond and the structural realities both domestic and external that will shape taiwan s
future political changes in taiwan under ma ying jeou will be of great interest to students and scholars
of taiwan studies comparative politics international relations and economics it will also appeal to
policy makers working in the field

Standardization under EU Competition Rules and US Antitrust Laws
2016-05-11

this book provides an overview of cost effectiveness analysis which is a well known and intuitive method
for defining and choosing among a set of alternatives this book relates cost effectiveness analysis to
systems engineering to solve everyday problems at home and the office it can also be used in technical
processes system design and project management cost effectiveness analysis a systems engineering
perspective starts with providing an overview and background of cost effectiveness analysis and how it
s used it then goes on to discuss cost effectiveness concerning systems engineering and links its use to
resolving military issues and problems the book comes to an end with exploring the usage related to
systems architecting re engineering office systems and comparing its use to everyday life decision making
scenarios targeted market includes general engineers systems engineers process engineers project
management scientists technologists mathematicians and lawyers

Power Without Constraint 2015

a broad discussion about how history and religion contribute to identity politics in contemporary europe
this book provides case studies exemplifying how public intellectuals and academics have taken an active
part in the construction of recent and traditional pasts instead of repeating the simplistic explanation
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as a return of religion this volume focuses on public platforms and agents and their use of religion as a
political and cultural argument filled with previously unpublished data gathered from texts interviews
field observations artifacts and material culture this record challenges stereotypical images of east
and southeast europe

A Continuing Investigation Into the Fungal Meningitis Outbreak and
Whether it Could Have Been Prevented 2014-07-17

using a performance studies lens this book is a study of performance in the post 9 11 context of the so
called war on terror it analyzes conventional theatre political protest performance art and other sites
of performance to unpack the ways in which meaning has been made in the contemporary global
sociopolitical environment

Political Changes in Taiwan Under Ma Ying-jeou 2021-12-20

monetary sovereignty is a crucial legal concept dictating that states have sovereignty over their own
monetary financial and fiscal affairs however it does not feature as part of any key instruments of
international law including the articles of agreement of the international monetary fund rather it has
remained a somewhat separate notion developed under contemporary international law from an assertion
of the former permanent court of international justice in 1929 as a consequence of globalization and
increasing financial integration and a worldwide trend towards the creation of economic and monetary
unions the principle of monetary sovereignty has undergone significant change this book examines this
evolution in detail and provides a conceptual framework to demonstrate what this means for the legal
and economic challenges faced by the international community the book examines the historic origins and
evolution of the concept of monetary sovereignty putting it into the context of broader concepts of
sovereignty it argues that monetary sovereignty remains relevant as a dynamic legal concept with both
positive and normative components it investigates the continuing hybridization of international monetary
law resulting from changes to its formal and material sources it then examines the complex phenomenon
of exchange rate misalignment under international monetary and trade law and the increasing
regionalization of monetary sovereignty notably in light of the european sovereign debt crisis finally it
assesses the role the concept of monetary sovereignty can play in the reorganization of international
finance following the recent global financial crisis

Cost-Effectiveness Analysis 2015-01-01

message from fbi director james b comey this past year the fbi and its partners again addressed a wide range
of national security and criminal threats together we responded to numerous crisis incidents such as the
terrorist bombings of the boston marathon and the shootings at the navy yard in washington dc we
confronted a continued surge of cyber attacks against targets ranging from everyday citizens to our
largest and most successful businesses and we stopped those who would strike at the heart of our
communities from violent gangs and white collar criminals to child predators and corrupt public
officials a glimpse of the challenges we faced and what we achieved together can be found in this latest
edition of the fbi story our annual collection of news and feature articles from the bureau s public
website here you can read about some of our most successful recent major investigations and operations
these include a three day nationwide sweep targeting child prostitution in which we identified and rescued
more than 100 young victims and arrested more than 150 pimps the rescue of a 5 year old boy held
captive in a heavily armed bunker in alabama and uncovering of the largest domestic bribery and bid rigging
scheme in the history of federal contracting cases one that siphoned more the 30 million dollars of
taxpayer money this edition of the fbi story also highlights some of the bureau s remarkable capabilities
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you will find a multi part series on our elite hostage rescue team which marked its 30th anniversary this
past year and a feature on the terrorist explosive device analytical center tedac an fbi established multi
agency operation that celebrated its 10th anniversary in 2013

Rethinking the Space for Religion 2012

message from fbi director james b comey this past year the fbi and its partners again addressed a wide range
of national security and criminal threats together we responded to numerous crisis incidents such as the
terrorist bombings of the boston marathon and the shootings at the navy yard in washington dc we
confronted a continued surge of cyber attacks against targets ranging from everyday citizens to our
largest and most successful businesses and we stopped those who would strike at the heart of our
communities from violent gangs and white collar criminals to child predators and corrupt public
officials a glimpse of the challenges we faced and what we achieved together can be found in this latest
edition of the fbi story our annual collection of news and feature articles from the bureau s public
website here you can read about some of our most successful recent major investigations and operations
these include a three day nationwide sweep targeting child prostitution in which we identified and rescued
more than 100 young victims and arrested more than 150 pimps the rescue of a 5 year old boy held
captive in a heavily armed bunker in alabama and uncovering of the largest domestic bribery and bid rigging
scheme in the history of federal contracting cases one that siphoned more the 30 million dollars of
taxpayer money this edition of the fbi story also highlights some of the bureau s remarkable capabilities
you will find a multi part series on our elite hostage rescue team which marked its 30th anniversary this
past year and a feature on the terrorist explosive device analytical center tedac an fbi established multi
agency operation that celebrated its 10th anniversary in 2013

Running Roughshod Over States and Stakeholders 2012-01-17

this book examines the present crisis of greece s political economy as a crisis of stateness tackling the
domestic as well as the international dimensions it represents the first attempt by greek academics to put
forward a theoretically informed interdisciplinary analysis of greece s fiscal economic and political
crisis the approach aims to fill a major gap combining insights from comparative politics political
economy international relations theory and legal institutional analysis in a theoretically informed
account of the greek case in comparative and theoretical perspective the book tackles the issue of the
possible next steps for the eu under the influence of the crisis of the eurozone including a thorough
analysis of national sovereignty seen from a domestic and an international point of view focusing on
critical processes in the international arena such as interdependency and dependency while a legal
institutional chapter demonstrates the erratic way in which greek government dealt with sovereign debt
the project comes at the right time in order to address a highly contentious chapter in the political
development of the greek state and of the european south as the crisis in the eurozone s weaker periphery
unfolds lavdas litsas and skiadas use the greek crisis in order to address a much larger and critical issue
the role and predicament of stateness in the developing eu

Performance, Politics, and the War on Terror 2013-11-07

the genesis and aftermath of the print edition s death knell in may 2012 the new york times broke a story
that the internationally acclaimed locally beloved pulitzer prize winning new orleans times picayune
would become a three day a week publication the profitable newspaper slashed its veteran newsroom
antagonized the city state and nation and jeopardized its vaunted reputation all in an effort to create a
new blueprint for american newspapers in the increasingly digital world here is the insider s account of the
outrage betrayal and aftermath of the death of the daily edition of the times picayune
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A Contemporary Concept of Monetary Sovereignty 2014
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The FBI Story 2014

for years the european union has been looked on as a potential model for cosmopolitan governance and
enjoyed considerable influence on the global stage the eu has a uniquely strong and legally binding mission
statement to pursue international relations on a multilateral basis founded on the progressive
development of international law the political vision was for the eu to export its values of the rule of
law and sophisticated governance mechanisms to the international sphere globalization and the financial
crisis have starkly illustrated the limits of this vision and the eu s dependence on global forces partially
beyond the control of traditional provinces of law this book takes stock of the eu s role in global
governance it asks to what extent can and does the eu shape and influence the on going re ordering of
legal processes principles and institutions of global governance in line with its optimistic mission
statement with this ambitious remit it covers the legal institutional and substantive aspects of global
security trade environmental financial and social governance across these topics 23 contributors have
taken the central question of the extent of the eu s influence on global governance providing a broad
view across the key areas as well as a detailed analysis of each through comparison and direct
engagement with each other the different chapters provide a distinctive contribution to legal scholarship
on global governance from a european perspective

2013 The FBI Story 2013-03-28

covering the period up through the 2012 elections this book accomplishes three important goals first it
introduces readers to the american approach to public policy making second it surveys american public
policy and policymaking in all the major policy areas from economic policy to health care policy to
environmental policy and finally the book challenges readers to come to terms with the widely shared
but often competing values that must be balanced and rebalanced in the ongoing policy making process the
book is well illustrated and includes case studies terms and study questions

Stateness and Sovereign Debt 2012

following the humanitarian horrors of the 1990s the international community began to seek consensus
on a new norm to help address the tension between upholding the sovereign right of states to administer
their own internal affairs and the pressing need for civilian populations to be protected from their own
government in certain situations the result was the responsibility to protect initiative from the un
accepted as an emerging norm and based on existing legal structures although not itself necessarily
accepted as law this volume looks not only at the humanitarian inspired interventions of the past 15
years such as those that took place under the force for good banner of the uk government under new
labour but also looks at what this has meant for the people actually involved in doing them what
responsibilities do states have towards their own soldiers when sending them to protect other people
should that responsibility extend to moral and psychological protection as well as physical protection
and if so how how far does the duty go when considering the protection of one s own citizens who have
deliberately placed themselves in harm s way such as journalists who have chosen to leave the safety of
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a protected area what happens when institutions are faced with the choice of protecting their people or
their reputation what does it feel like for the inhabitants of a state who become protected by the
international community

Path Dependence in Two-sided Markets 2013-10-11

Hell and High Water 2013-01-17
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The EU's Role in Global Governance 2011-08-05

Public Policy in the United States 2015-03-27

Parliamentary Debates, House of the People

Responsibilities to Protect
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